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deMania to
visit Egyptian 2005 Broncosignees'
State Board ponders tuition today
Tuition could trump matriculation fees, Idaho law
I
Debate team triumphs in Conference Championship
BY MRRIRNR BEKKER
NEWS WRITER
second conference title in three
years.
The Northwest Forensics
Conference is an affiliation of 44
colleges and universities, from
several states including Alas~,
Illalio, Utah, washington.
Northern California, Oregon,
and Montana.
The Talkin' Broncos, defeated
rival school Carroll College from
Helena, Mont. that according
to debate team member Miles
Stirewalt, has one of the best fo-
rensic programs in the nation.
"Werival against them by com-
peting at their level, even though
we don't have the time or the re-
sources that they do," Stirewalt
said.
Stirewalt also stated that the
team worked hard all semester in
order to be as prepared and pol-
ished as possible.
All the hard work paid offwhen
the team broke school record by
scoring a total of607 points at the
season's three conference tour-
naments.
Lewis and Clark College fin-
ished second with 459 points,
and Whitman College scored
287 points placing them in third
place.
According to Stirewalt, the
team has a great deal of talent.
"This collection of individuals
is particularly talented at pub-
lic speaking. But moreover and
more importantly, they have
worked really, really, really hard,"
he said.
Individual performances by
Annah Merkley, Krista King, and
Lacey Rammell-O'Brien set the
pace for the Talking Bronco's
major win. All three competi-
tors finished first in at least one
area of the competition, and also
secured top spots in many other
forms.
Other top speakers include
Nancy Henke, who placed sec-
, ond in both open Persuasive
Speaking and open Informative
Speaking, and Barton Jackson
who finished second in debate,
third in Rhetorical Analysis,
and fourth in junior Persuasive
Speaking.
This championship helped
the team get ready for upcom-
ing invitation tournaments at
the University of Houston and
Whitman College in February, as
well as the National Tournament
at Webster University in St. Louis,
!-..!c. during the month ofMarch.
Stirewalt said the success so far
this year should be attributed to '
the strong drive from each and
every person on the team. "Every
single member is really pushing
themselves for success, and that's
where the difference is."
The Talkin' Broncos, Boise
State's debate and speech team,
returned from Forest Grove, Ore.
last weekend with a champion-
ship title and a new schoolre-
cord.
The team won the Northwest
Forensics Conference Division
I championship, the final con-
ference tournament of the sea-
son, held at Oregon's Pacifica
University Jan. 27-29.This is their
,
Table Rock's Miss Lil gives more than just customer service
BY LIZ HEURTR HRLE
News Writer
dorm residents and football players were the
only people allowed to eat at Table Rock.
Miss Lil remembers when employees re-
ceived tips when they catered an event and
that a cup of coffee once sold for 10 cents.
Parking at the SUBwas once free of charge.
, but Miss Lil and her co-workers now pay $103
a year.
Deppel says prisoners from a local jail used
to have lunch from the snack bar Miss til ran
on the first floor of the SUB. Her co-work-
ers were often intimidated by the prisoners,
while Miss til couldn't help but befriend and
,greet the prisoners on a daily basis.
When asked about retirement, Miss Lil
said, "I'm gonna hang in there for a bit lon-
ger."Meeting people is what Miss Lll enjoys
most and what she will find the most diffi-
cult to leave when she decides to retire.
During her free time, Miss Lil enjoys time
with her husband of 48 years, her son, two
, daughters, grandchildren and greatgrand-
children. She owns two cats, a poodle and
collects stuffed animals for fun. .'
Our Interview carne to a close with a big,
warm hug and Miss til invited me to come
visit her again sometime. Now that's custom-
erservice.
For almost 39 years, Lillian Deppel has
been a dedicated employee of the ' Table
Rock Cafe, located on the second floor of
the Student Union Building. Miss Lil:as she
was nicknamed by a co-worker, Is a cashier
who greets everyone with a friendly smile
and salutations such as "honey," "sweety,"
or "dear." ' '
.Although Miss Lll was very shy when she
began working at BSU,she says the one thing
she enjoys most about her [obIs interacting
with co-workers and students who stop by
forlunch.
"I just think some of the kids are lonesome
and away from their families and I enjoy be-
ing like a morn or grandmother to them,"
Deppel said,
Working in food services on campus since
1967,Miss Lilhas watched BSUgrow. ,
The SUB has been remodeled approxi-
mately four times and has changed food ser-
vice providers more than five times before
settling with Aramark. According to Deppel,
food services at the SUBhaven't always been
open to' everyone on campus. At one point,
Campus Fact: Methods of acquiring music
national
Insurgents fail to derail
Iraqi election
BAGHDAD, Iraq r- Iraq's first demo-
cratic elections in 50 years were marred
by 10suicide bombers, 44 people report-
ed killed; and untold numbers of mortar
shells that rained down on polling sites
and the nation's government center.
With that said, the elections are being
hailed as a great success.
Because the death toll fell far short of
what many had feared, the voting was a
clear political victory for U.S. and Iraqi
security forces. Itwas unclear, however,
whether the insurgents were foiled by
Iraqi security forces and by the 150,000
U.S. troops conducting aggressive oper-
ations or whether most of them took the
day off to wait for better times, places
and targets.
Thaer al Naqib, a spokesman for inter-
im Prime Minister Ayad Allawi, was less
reserved.
"Today the terrorists lost the war," he
said. "It is a historic victory for Iraqis."
While the insurgents failed to derail
the elections, they succeeded in dictat-
ing how the voting was conducted. No
civilian cars were allowed on the streets
because of the hundreds, if not thou-
sands, of.Iraqis killed by car bombers in
the past year. Top Iraqi officials, guarded
by phalanxes of Western security con-
tractors, cast their votes in a compound
guarded by tanks, Bradley fighting vehi-
cles and American soldiers.
u.s. soldiers opposed to
Iraq war seek refuge in
Canada
TORONTO - Jeremy Hinzman, para-
trooper-turned-Iraq war deserter, has
a lot in common with the thousands
of Vietnam War-era draft dodgers who
poured into Canada decades ago. Like
- them, he sought asylum in a country
that did not support a U.S. -led conflict
to avoid fighting what he deemed an il-
legal war.
Hinzman faces certain punishment if
returned to the United States: The FBI
has a federal warrant out for his arrest.
And in Fort Bragg, an Army spokeswom-
an denounced Hinzman's desertion as
a "very self-centered act" that put other
soldiers at risk.
"It goes against our values and it de-
grades our unit's readiness," Maj. Amy
Hannah said.
There are four known American mili-
tary deserters who fled to Canada:
-Ieremy Hinzman, 26, of South Dakota.
Applied for refugee status and a hearing
was held in December. Awaits ruling
from Canada's Immigration and Refugee
Board.
-Pvt. Brandon Hughey, 19, a Texan.
Applied for refugee status and is awaiting
a hearing.
-David Sanders, 20, a Navy cryptologist
who was stationed in Pensacola, Applied
for refugee status and is awaiting a hear-
ing.
_DanielFelushko,24,aMarinewhodesert -
edin California. He has dual U.S.-Canadian
citizenshipanddoesnotneedtofileaclaim.
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National chain discount store 11% 14%
Nationai chain music store 10 14
Internet sites offering unlicensed music 9 15
Independent record store 9 10
"
Electronics store 8 6
(Student Monitor publishes nationally syndicated market research studies of the college student market.
For this survey 1,200 full-time undergraduates at four-year colleges and universities were lntervlewed.)
local/bsu,
Boise State recognizes top
music students
Boise State's top music students will
perform a free concert at the annual
Chair's Honor Recital Friday, Feb. 4 in
the Morrison Center Recital Hall at 7:30
p.m. Students were chosen based on fi-
nal exams, musicianship, level of perfor-
mance and skill.
This year's performers are:
Matthew Swenson, tenor
Melody Garrett, flute
Rodney Zyroeveste, alto saxophone
Ienete Miller, mezzo-soprano
Jacob Ineck, guitar
Brian Addison, trombone
_ Rachel Foss, trumpet
Ricky Martinez, xylophone
Aaron King, cello
Ali Swisher, violin
Jaime Nielsen, keyboard
Andrea Richards, keyboard
Progressive advocacy
training offered at Boise
State
The fifth annual Progressive Advocacy
Training presented by the Idaho
Progressive Student Alliance will take
place Feb. 18·21 in the SUB. The free pro-
gram includes several educational work-
shops and skill training.
The training will end Monday, Feb. 21
with a march to the Capitol at 11 a.m. In
protest of renaming the Pavilion to Taco
Bell Arena.
Registration forms are available bye-
mailing idahoprogressives@mail.com.
Housing and transportation is available
for out-of-towners. R.S.v.P. by Feb. 7:
Progressive Advocacy Training was Officials In swelteringly hot
put together to introduce progressive Villahermosa, Mexico, have barred clti-
ideas to Boise State's student leaders, zens from being naked ... in their own
this year the focus has been extended to , homes.
student leaders across Idaho, according It seems that the locals enjoy walk-
to the university press release. ing around the house in the nude -even
past the windows - and tourists strolling
through the city have caught glimpses of
them as they pass by. They apparently
don't like it.
local!bsu '.
what. ~he?
What are you Ieokin' aU?
Moose have been attacking outdoor
laundry racks in Gjovic, Norway.
Some feel the reason is that the ani-
mals have been getting intoxicated from
eating fermented fruit that had fallen on
the ground. Then, the befuddled beasts
may think the racks, with their laundry
flapping in the wind, are other moose
threatening them.
I hope he's ek, no really,
Ido
AKentucky man says he lost control of
his sports utility vehicle on ice and hit a
guy. It was his girlfriend's ex-husband.
A coincidence, the man claims, even
though his vehicle had jumped a curb
and had gone though a yard before hit-
ting the guy. Police involvement result-
ed.
what the?'
Hey old-timer, time to
cover up!
Here, gizmo! Where are
you, boy?
There is a hawk patrolling the
Brookline suburb of Pittsburgh, Pa. A
woman found this out when she left her
little Yorkshire terrier, Gizmo, outside to
play in the snow. When she came out lat-
er, the dog was gone. And there were no
footprints. Then she looked up and saw
the bird.
She found Gizmo some distance away,
deceased.
Stick 'em up ... No, your
hands
Six men robbed a drug store in Rio
de, Janeiro and made off, not only with
money, but with enough erectile dys-
function medicine to last each of them
two months.
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Cost-conscious students between a rock and a hardback ·
• ii4 ilM
BY N IKE JRCK S DN
The Delle9 Morning New9
Lance Wiley paid about $400 .
in, tuition this semester to attend
community college.
qThen he went to the bookstore.
"I spent another $400 on text-
books for my courses," said Wiley,
19."It's outrageous that textbooks
cost that much."
. Wiley, a student at Collin
County Community College,
seems to speak for the masses
when it comes to college text-
books. Wholesale prices have
increased 33 percent since 1993
and will continue to rise, accord-
ing to a survey by the National
Association of College Stores.
Students have long complained
about the costs, but the hue
and cry peaked recently when
Congress held hearings on text-
book prices. The Government
Accountability Office, the inves-
tigative ann of Congress, began
its inquiry into textbook pricing
last semester.
Publishers and college admin-
istrators said they are working
on ways to offer more affordable
books. But high-dollar texts are
likely to remain on the shelves for
awhile.
At community colleges, where
students flock for inexpensive
educations, they're feeling the
pinch.
"The science -textbooks are the
worst," said Ty Rollins, 21, a stu-
dent at Richland College in Dallas.
"Even the used ones cost $108."
On average, full-time students
in the Collin County Community
College District pay about $500
in tuition for one semester, said
Thom Chesney, interim vice pres-
ident for academic affairs. Their
book bills often top tuition.
"Even before they enroll, they
see tuition, fees and books as be-
ing too much," Chesney said. "We
know that some students try to
get through the courses without
the books."
After Richard Abney enrolled
his daughter, Sasha, 18, at Collin
County Community College, he
expected to spend about $120 on
books, he said.
He figured wrong.
"When the cashier rang it up,
she said, '$560,''' Abney said.
"I said, 'What? Can I take out a
loan?"
Students complain that cheap-
er used textbooks aren't always
available. They say they're often
forced to buy the publishers' new
editions.
"Textbook publishers put new
editions on the market frequent-
1y- often with very few content
changes - making the less expen-
sive used textbooks obsolete and
unavailable; .said a report by the
California Student Public Interest
Research Group. Members of the
U.S. House of Representatives re-
ferred to the report during hear-
ingslastsummer.
The report also criticized pub-
lishers for adding "bells and whis-
tles that drive up the price of text-
books."
Textbook publishers acknowl-
edge the expense but say the
complaints aren't new.
"Everybody who ever went to
college can remember saying that
their textbooks cost too much,"
said Bruce Hildebrand, execu-
tive director for higher education
with the Association ofAmerican
Publishers ..
But publishers argue that the
books, unlike popular novels, of-
ten require.the work of dozens
of experts in specialized fields,
which is costly, Hildebrand said.
And publishers can't rely on
high-volume sales to drive down
prices, he said.
"Textbooks are incredibly ex-
pensive to produce and may only
sellin the thousands," Hildebrand
said. "A40,000 seller is a best sell-
er. Mass-market novels are inex-
pensive to produce and frequent-
ly sell in the millions."
He disputed the criticism that
new editions are put out fre-
quently and with very little new
material.
New editions are typically pub-
lished every three or four years
and contain updated information
necessary to their fields, he said.
"What has changed about math
in the last 1,000years? Nothing,"
Hildebrand said. "But let's look
at the application. One thou-
sand years ago they were worried
about the speed of a sailing ship.
Fifty years ago they were worried
about the speed of a bullet. Today,
we're doing space shots. The ap-
plications change."
Students and administra-
tors have also complained about
books that are sold in bundles for
specific courses, which drives the
prices up. For example, a package
of books for lin advanced biology
class costs $215. Hildebrand said
publishers bundle books based
on orders from professors or col-
lege committees.
Cheaper options
Publishers and administrators
have been toying with affordable
alternatives.
Used textbooks are still a good
option, said Dave Husted, direc-
tor of Collin County Community
College's bookstore. They make
up about 25 percent of the store's
sales, he said. Students can also
buy or sell directly to one anoth-
er.
"It's an important part of our
business," Husted said. "It saves
students money. It's good for ev-
erybody."
Publishers and bookstore man-
agers have also talked about more
basic texts - published only in
black and white and without pho-
tographs and graphics that drive
up production prices.
"If it contained the same ma-
terial, I think students would
choose the cheaper, no-frills
books; Husted said.
Some publishers have begun
breaking up textbooks into parts,
Hildebrand said. One publisher's
caiculus text, for instance, runs
about $130, but it is used over
three semesters. To reduce the
cost, the publisher breaks it up
into three books and sells them in
softcover or in a spiral notebook.
Publishers also offer some elec-
tronic texts or abbreviated ver-
sions, he said.
"If there is a demand for
modified texts, we provide it,"
Hildebrand said. "We'll drive the
cost down as far as we can."
Textbooks at P1's Campus Bookstore In Plano, Taxas, on January 27
Low voter 'turnout by Sunnis fuels
fears lof more civil strife in Iraq
BY TDM LRSSETER
Knight Aldder Newspepers
BAGHDAD,Iraq - With the first
phase of ballot counting in Iraq
finished, concerns were growing
Monday that many of the coun-
try's Sunni Muslims may not have
voted, raising the possibility that
the election could aggravate the
rift between Iraq's Sunni minority
and a Shiite Muslim majority that
appears poised to take power.
Interim Prime Minister Ayad
Allawi, a secular Shiite, called for
national unity in a plea that ap-
peared to be directed toward the
Sunnls. -
"We are entering a new era of
our history," he said. "All Iraqis,
whether they voted or not, should
unite. Our mission is to build
Iraq."
While Sunnis in some areas
voted in higher numbers than ex-
pected, their overall turnout was
low,according to a senior U.S,dip-
lomat in Baghdad. Mainstream
Sunni political parties boycotted
the vote, and many Sunnis live in
the most violent areas of Iraq and
arc subject to intimidation by in-
surgents.
"Sunni participation was con-
siderably lower than participation
by the other groups, especially in
areas which have seen a good deal
of violence, and where intimida-
tion is most easily carried out,"
said the U.S. diplomat, who spoke
on the condition of anonymity.
If the final results confirm a low
Sunni turnout, itwould mean that
despite the euphoria and dancing
in the streets on Sunday, as much
as 20 percent of the population,
most of it in the heart of the coun-
try, may not accept the resuits as
legitimate. That could provide
new fuel for the mostly Sunni in-
surgency.
Homam al Hamoodi, an of-
ficial with the Supreme Council
for Islamic Revolution in Iraq, a
Shiite group that's expected to
do well in the elections, said he
didn't foresee any major sectar-
ian difficulties ahead.
"We don't think that there will
be problems with the Sunni Pf'O-
pic because of low participation
in the elections," he said. "We
have plans to include the Sunnis
in the coming government ... be-
cause we believe that the political
structure ofIraq will not be com-
pleted unless all the spectrums
arc included."
The elected assemblywill select
a president and two vice presi-
dents. The president will then se-
lect a cabinet. The assembly will
also select a committee to draft
a permanent constitution. Even
if they elect few representatives
to the assembly, Sunnis could be
appointed to cabinet posts and to
the constitutional committee, a
move that the Bush admtnistra-
tion hopes would persuade more
Sunnis to accept the government.
Ayad al Sarnurrai, a senior lead-
er ofthe Iraqi Islamic Party, an in-
fluential Sunni group that boycot-
ted the elections, said that Sunnis
don't have immediate plans to'
"cause any problems."
But, he said, that would last
only as long as the incoming gov-
ernment is committed to dealing
with "the oppression of the Arab
Sunnis,'
Personalize a valentine for your sweetheart In our February 14 Issue. Cost Is $5 per entry. See the
classttleds page for actual sizes and colors. Please contact the Arbiter by phone. 345-8204 or bye-mall.
classlfieds@arbitoronllnc.com. .
You make me blush.
hiropr, etic ...
The Right.Choice For Your Future
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with
a world-renowned faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could
you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive all
this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
professional siudy in science, physiotherapy. nutrition, radiology,
clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations.
then Logan College is the place for.you.
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients
get well through non-invasive health care wh,i1epreparinq 'you to
earn a substantial income commensurate With your POSition as a
Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's work in a private practice
setting. pr()viding time for family and other important quality of
life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at .
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet .
describing the world's fasteslgrowing he,:i1thcare profession.
You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.
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Rxfor America: Reading
It doesn't matter whether one spends
quality time with Jane' Austen or John
Grisham, The Wall Street Iournal or the
local Daily Fish ,wrapper, the act of read-
ing helps keep the brain active and keeps
those spark plugs firing away. Have noth-
ing handy? Check out the label on a can of
soup. Whatever.
Just!astsummeraNationalEndowment ,
for the Arts survey found a dramatic de-
crease in Americans who read literature
(novels, plays, poetry, short stories), with
more than half - HALF! - of Americans
not reading for pleasure. The survey
found an overall decline of 10 percent-
age points in literary readers from 1982 to
2002, a loss of 20 million potential read-
ers.
Said NEA Chairman Dan Gioia: "The
decline in reading among every segment
of the adult population reflects a general
collapse in advanced literacy. To lose this
human capacity - and all the diverse ben-
efits it fosters - impoverishes both cultur-
al and civic life."
While the NEA survey found reading
declines in all demographic groups, it
was particularly dramatic among those
18 to 24 years old. Among this group, the
decline was 55 percent greater than that
of the total adult population. At the cur-
rent rate of loss among the young, liter-
ary reading will virtually disappear in 50
years, the NEA warns. That's not exactly
reassuring.
Not to say that America is racing toward
becoming a land of clueless mush-heads,
MTV notwithstanding. But it does raise
concerns about our culture. Granted,
ridding the land of much of today's pop
culture isn't such a bad idea. Quite the
contrary. But it's that culture of literacy,
decency, manners, interests and tastes
that we inherited from our grandparents.
and their grandparents that we must not
allow to disappear.
A scary thought: Imagine a genera,-,
tion or two from now no one could tell '
.who Torn Sawyer or Huck Finn are. Or
know any of the chivalrous exploits of the
Knight of the Rueful Countenance. Or
think Annabelle Lee is a movie starlet.
Our culture would be greatly dimin-
ished.
At the other end of the age spectrum, it
is the older person who can benefit from
a lively novel that engages the imagina-
tion. Reading forces us to think, to keep
those little synapses rat-a-tat-tatting.
A report in the June 2003 New England
Journal of Medicine found that seniors
can reduce their risk of dementia 35 per-
cent by reading several times a week.
Other activities were found to be even
more beneficial in reducing the risk: play-
ing a musical instrument, 69 percent; and
learning new dance steps, 76 percent.
The concern is with the retiree who af-
ter a career of being mentally engaged at
work suddenly finds himself with little to
do other than watching trees grow. Talk
about letting those synapses snooze. Can
memory"joss be far behind?
It doesn't have to be that way. Check
out what's on the bookshelf and devour
it. Your brain can use the exercise. In
fact, the NEA survey found that readers
are more likely to be involved in cultural,
sports and volunteer activities than are
non-readers.
Keep on synapsing; it just might help
you win over new friends and influence
people. You're onyourown in the "hand-
some" department, but we guarantee
readers an uptick in the "witty" and
'''wise'' categories.
A grateful nation thanks you.
BY E. RRY WRLKER
Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service
WASHINGTON - Reading this sentence
is good for your mental health. In fact,
reading anything is good for you.
lt may also be helping generations to
come.
The problem is, we're becoming a coun-
try of non-readers. And, as our librarian
first lady could say, only in a more gram-
matically correct way, that ain't good.
First, a science lesson. Brain research-
ers have long known the link between
mental exercise (think of reading as a
Stairmaster workout) and a healthy life.
It's the brain's internal wiring and some-
thing called synapses (electrical impuis-
es; think spark plug) that control body
functions ... like thinking. As long as the
wiring and synapses thingies are in tune,
all's well. It's when they slip into disuse
that mental abilities begin to fade. As
they say, use it or lose it.
Ask Co-star
Getting profto remoue 'Web post of student's
poor work mav be as Simple as asking
BYC.L. L1NDSRY III
Dear CO-STAR:
I'm enrolled in a senior level English course this semester. We
have to write a short paper just about every week. Sometimes
our professor copies and distributes a paper or two to the whole
class to illustrate a point he's trying to make, or as an example.
He's also posted a few papers on the class Web site. One of the
papers there is mine. And it's not posted for a good reason. It's
there as an example of what no to do. My last name is blocked
out. But there are enough details (like the class number and
date - I'm the only Latonya in my class, maybe in the school) to
identify me. I really don't want it up there. Is he allowed to do
this? Is there anything I can do to get him to take it down?
-Latonya, Junior, Public College or Univ., Vermont
Latonya:
There are a couple of tactics you can take. The first is pretty
simple. Go ask your professor to take the thing down, or, at the
very least to remove your name. The fact that your name is still
on there may just be an oversight. So getting it taken off may be
as simpie as a quick request.
But, just in case you do get some resistance, here are a few le-
gal facts. Arm yourself with them, and you should do just fine,
no matter how adamant your prof is about keeping your work
online.
First off, as we speak, there is a case winding its way through
the Nebraska court that involves a similar situation. In that
case, a University of Nebraska professor posted two pieces by
one of his students on aWeb site he created and maintained. He
posted the pieces without the student's consent and didn't even
tell her that he was doing so. Evidently the works contained in-
timate details of the student's private life.
When she found out about the papers, she asked her profes-
sor to take them down. When he refused, she filed a lawsuit for
negligence against the university. The case is still being adju-
dicated - it went all the way up to the'state supreme court on
a procedural issue. But, no matter what the court eventually
finds, the case certainly stands for the proposition that a stu-
dent in your position can make a LOT of trouble for the school
if shewants to.
If you have to, mention the case (Shlien v. Board of Regents,
263 Neb. 465) in your' meeting. The other thing you might want
to mention is FERPA. As you probably already know, FERPA
prohibits the disclosure of educational records without the
student's permission. Since the paper identifies you, it's prob-
ably an "educational record" under FERPA. So the posting is in
violation of the law. Tell your professor that, and he'll probably
justcilve.
But if he doesn't, just walk on over to the Student Records of-
fice and file a complaint there. I think you'll see rapid results
after that.
Good luck. '
ABOUT THE WRITER
E. Ray Walker is the op-ed editor for
Knight -Ridder/Tribune News Service.
Readers may write to him at: KRT, 700
12th Street NW, Suite 1000, Washington,
D.C. 20005-3994.
C.L. LindsayIII is the founding executive director of CO-STAR,
the Coalition for 'Student & Academic Rights, and author of the
upcoming book "The College Student's Guide to the Law: Get a
Grade Changed, Keep Your Stuff Private, Throw a Police-Free
Party and Morel" CO-STAR is a network of lawyers, professors
and students who work to protect academic freedom and con-
stltutional rights at college campuses nationwide. If you have a
question for CO-STAR, log on to their. Web site at unuuico-star.
org. " .
The material in this column addresses general legal issues only;
isnot legal adoice a~d should not be relied,on as such; and may
.pr may,not be apprqpriate to aspeci[ic situation. Laws and pro-
. cedures changefrequently'tind are subject to differing interpreta-
tions. This column is not intended tocreate, and does not create,
" a laWyer-client relationship and is not intended to be a substitute
for legal counSel in the relevant jurisdiction.
, . " ',' ~'. - ,.' .. -' . '.. .
Dear Editor:
The fact that Dr. Newman expressed an un-
popular opinion does not make her incorrect
nor does it make her actions inappropriate. This
is a direct response to the letter from the Arbiter
Editorial. Board's rhetorical spanking of Dr.
Newman for voicing an unwelcome opinion.
The cultural center is in our opinion meant to
be a safe haven for all minorities to feel welcome
in a world where they are sometimes made to
feel unwelcome. From the moment of their
birth, many minorities are subjected to racism
based upon the largest symbol which cannot be
shed, their skin. For some, the only true place in
which minorities can feel safe from discrimina-
tion and prejudice is in their own homes. There
is no real way for the dominant culture to un-
derstand fully what that means, unless they are
intimately aware through their own loved ones'
suffering. Therefore, having a cultural center (a
safe haven) at BSU is a must for those who can-
not escape the stares, the comments, and the
profiling we are all guilty of.
Dr. Newman's letter allowed readers of the
Arbiter the opportunity to explore racism and
cultural insensitivity. So if anything, the Arbiter
should welcome her letters and not jump at the
slightest opportunity to scapegoat her.
Jennifer Edwards, Senior, Interdiscip. Studies
Amy Bowman, Senior, Sociology
Hilary Roberts, Junior, Sociology
Delilah Troia, Junior, Business
Vu.rc'f.McWillaim~,Iunior, Sociology
Thomas Westin, Freshman, Undeclared
Flags as symbols
BY DR. M RRC'" NEW MR N . even more importantly forwhat it represents
. ..,.",,' """',' """., "..Intlieprei;~ntmllmtjnhl"'·-"'···'·' ''''~;:''(''
IfThe Arbiter thinks thatit has received an .Iread the Y~S'flllgasiipholding suchdeplor-
overwhelming response to my article last week, able practices asraclal profiling-especially of
they should see my e-mail inbox. Much of this anyone who appears to be Muslim at this par-
conuuunicatlon has been rather reactionary, ticular moment, and the indefinite detention
but that is to be expected. Many of these writ-and torture of detainees in Guantanarno Bay,
ings also contained some good points that I Iraq, and Afghanistan.
quite agree with, including the Arbiter's re- You will likely receive letters to the editor
sponse to my article last Thursday. that suggest I have no right to speak out against
On the most basic level what we're all talking the flag. Indeed, all of those large yellow rib-
about is the subject of semiotics. But of course, bons and U.S. flags on the backs of cars, which
semiotics is anything but basic. It's a compiex seem to get bigger each year, are a way of tell-
set of theories about linguistics that explains ing those who disagree with the policies of the
the arbitrary nature of the relationship be- U.S. to be silent.
tween signs, symbols, and their meanings. In But this is precisely my point: The use of pa-
its most current academic usage, semiotics as trio tic symbolism is one of the steadfast fea-
an analytic tool gives scholars a means to in-, tures of a fascist regime. Likewise, turning a
terpret language or signs (symbols) in the con- blind eye to human rights, such as the wide-
text of historical, political, national, and reli- spread torture in Iraq (not merely the incidents
gious contexts. at Abu Ghraib, but the torture preceding and
Thus, it is possible to interpret a confederate continuing since Abu Ghraib); the use of na-
flag, a U.S. flag, or any other flag for that matter tional security fears to justify a supreme mill-
in a number of different ways. My point in my tary presence; fraudulent elections; and con-
original article was to. articulate the problem solidation and control of the media by corpo-
of wearing a confederate flag in a center re- rations and its cooptation by the government
served to meet the needs of ethnic students. It are just some of the ways in which our govern-
centered upon this one incident, but that by no ment has become fascist under Bush. This is
means suggests that I think that the U.S. flag is what our flag today represents to me.
any less problematic not only for its history, but
"TheArbiter
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Where'sthe
haps In the next seuen daus ...
TODAY [2/3]
5 - 7 p.m. in the Student Union Building
Coffee House Concert Series featuring Josh Olswanger with
Terry Smith. Olswanger is a local piano player just finishing his
first album. Check out his up-and-coming performer on the
Brava Stage. Free admission.
, FRIDAY [2/tt]
3 p.m. at the Cultural Center. upstairs in the Student Union
Building
Happy hour: American Shaman Card reading.
7:30p.m, in the Morrison Center Recital Hall
Chair's Honor Recital. Boise State University music students
chosen as the best in their areas will perform at the annual
Chair's Honor Recital. The concert is free and open to the pub-
lic, For more information, call 426-3980.
SATURDAY [2/5]
7:30p.m. at The BigEasy Concert House
WinterFresh Snocore. Helmet, Crossfade, Future Leaders of
the World and Strata in concert.
MONDAY [2/1]
11a.m. in the back SUBparking lot
Black Panther Party, Join the Cultural Center in celebrating
Black History Month with a trip to meet 1960'sactivist and Black
Panther co-founder, Bobby Scale, at the Four Rivers Cultural
Center. The shuttle departs at 11:00AMfor Ontario, Oregon. For
more information, call 426-5950
7 p.m, in the SUBSpecial Events Center
Movie - "Supersize Me!"Morgan Spurlock's documentary
takes a tongue-in-cheek look at the legal, financial, and physi-
cal costs ofAmerica's hunger for fast food. Youcan visit the
"Supersize Me"website at: www.supersizeme.com
TUESDAY [2/B]
12p.m, at the Cultural Center, upstairs in the Student Union
Building
Brown BagVideo Discussion. "Martin Luther King Jr.: Letter
from Birmingham Jail,"Admission is free. For more informa-
tion, call 426-5950.
7 p.m. in the Jordan Ballroom, Student Union Building
Gloria Steinem lecture, sponsored by the Women's Center. For
, more information, call 426-4259.
WEDNESDAY [2/9]
6 p.m. at The BigEasy Concert House
The Epitaph Tour. From First to Last, The Matches, Motion
City Soundtrack and Matchbook Romance in concert.
BY tRRUIS ESTUOLD
Culture Columnist
I'm not sure why I did it, but I
.shaved my beard off Saturday
night, and left in it's place a fu
manchu moustache. - Coupled
with the Goodyear "trucker"
hat my grandfather gave me last
year, I look like nothing short of a
trailer park nightmare.
This, in itself. is not funny.
What is funny, however, is how
much this is turning into a psy-
chological experiment for me.
I'm beginning to believe that
people end up behaving exactly
like their perception of how they
look.'
For the first time in my life, I
find myself craving Bud Light.
I'm uncontrollably drawn to put-
ting my drinks in little foam co-
zies. And essentially overnight,
I've begun talking in a Southern
accent.
My tolerance for dealing with
others has gone downhill. I now
shout "bullsheeeeeeeit" at pass-
p.rshv if thev glance the wrong
wayat me. The truly odd part is
that my friends are not only en-
couraging this behavior, but ac-
tually taking part in it. I never
knew a moustache could have so
much control when introduced
into a new social circle.
My life increasingly becomes
more likely to one day be seen
on a Discovery Channel special.
I'm not certain what it would be
called. I would lobby for "Secrets
of the Ancient Pharaohs," but I
think it's taken. If my life were
ever made' into a Discovery
Channel event, I would certainly
talk about pharaohs.
fthlnk I would talk about lots
of things, actually. I'm pretty
sure itwould perfectly fit the new
Illoustached persona I'm grow-
l). -IJ;
ing into. I could say things like
"Am I on TV?" and "Hey, let me
show you boys somethin',"
Actually, on second thought,
I'm thinking my new moustache
special sound more appropri-
ate for FOX.They'll put anything
on. Maybe then I could be a part
of "World's Most Inappropriate
Moustaches."
In other news, either com-
pletely related or completely un-
related to, my new moustache,
depending on how you view it, I
decided last week while sick as a
dog and highly medicated, that
now is the time to start my own
militia.
Perhaps it was the codeine,
perhaps the lack of sleep, but I
began assembling my own per-
sonal war-force in my head. I
would offer co-stewardship of
my army to General Motors, for
his fine work in the motor pool,
and General Electric, for run-
ning the appliances in the mess
tent. On the field of battle, com-
mand would be overseen by
Cap'n Crunch, who without fail,
"makes it happen," and Captain
Morgan, for providing me with
hours of highly inappropriate af-
ter-school entertainment. A spe-
cial honorary position wiII be of- -
fered to Colonel Sanders, despite
his reputation as a chicken.
So, anyway, I'm pretty sure this
whole moustache thing has back-
fired and the roots of my facial
hair are now running straight
into my brain.
Let me rephrase what my life
has become. It's sort of like that
movie, "Little Shop of Horrors."
Except, the killer plant is my
killer moustache. And there's no
singing, except when I'm in the
shower. And there's no dentists.
Not sure why.
EgyptIan sellIng for deManla's
dIuerse musIca I sly IIngs I
\ IBY TRRVIS ESTUOLO
Culture Editor
to J.S. Bach, India to Appalachia,
and Hendrix to nursery rhymes.
When tabla meets acoustic guitar
and electric bass, anything is fair
game for unlikely arrangements,
original compositions, and ex-
tended improvisation. These
three players bring a, wealth of
traditions together to make the
familiar seem strange and turn
the outside in.
Alex de Grassl
"Often cited as one of the top
fingerstyle, steel-string acous-
tic guitarists, Grammy nominee
Alex de Grassi is renowned for
his impeccable technique, inno-
vative artistry, and compelling
compositions. Over the years,
de Grassi has explored a variety
of world music influences, and
he has stretched his repertoire
to include interpretations of jazz
classics and 'folk melodies from
around the world. His career has
drawn acclaim for his 14 record-
ings released by Windham Hill,
RCANevus. Tropo Records, 33rd
Street, and other labels, as well-
as for his live performances as a
soloist and within ensemble set-
tings.
Chris Garcia
"A native of East L.A., percus-
sionist Christopher Garcia has
studied tabla since 1978 under
the guidance of Pandit Tarnath
Rao. John Bergamo, and Swapan
Chadha uri at California Institute
of the Art. His musical back-
ground includes performances in
a wide variety of settings and col-
laborations with the fusion group
Continuum, the world chamber
ensemble Quarteto Nuevo, the
Michael Vlatkovich Ensemble,
and duos 'with guitarist Nels
Cline, and woodwinds master
Vinny Golia. He currently records
and performs with the Grande
Mothers Re-Invented, featuring
former members of Frank Zappa's
Mothers of Invention.
Michael Manring
"Building on the ideas of his
teacher, the late bass legend
Iaco Pastorius, bassist Michael
Manring has developed an en-
tirely new approach to playing
bass that incorporates unortho-
dox tunings, techniques, and
methodologies. He has honed his
virtuosic skillson his own solo al-
bums, a long time collaboration
with the late Michael Hedges,
dozens of recordings as a session
musician, and thousands of con-
certs around the world. Michael
has contributed to two gold re-
cords, garnered Grammy and
Bammie nominations, and nu-
merous other awards."
deMania play tomorrow night
at the Egyptian Theatre in
downtown Boise (700 W. Main
St.). Tickets are $34.00 and can
be purchased at the door or by
calling the box office at (208) 376-
8765. The show begins at 8:00
p.m,
In a day and age when musi-
cians need next to no talent' to
start a band, it's refreshing when
individuals get together because
they are at the top of their game
and they think it will be interest-
ing to link their sounds.
deMania is such a group. Made
up of guitarist Alexde Grassi, per-
cussionist Christopher Garcia
and bassist Michael Manring, de-
Mania is about as commonplace
today as bald eagles arc outside
of captivity. Youjustdon't see this
kind of talent often. They are far
from rock stars; they arc simply
quality musicians.
The following is taken from
their artist profile on www.
tg2artists.com:
"Founded on a mutual interest
in playing an extreme diversity of
music where no genre is sacred,
this trio takes on Thelonius Monk
'Hide and Seek' doesn't find
.much suspense .credibility
j
I
I
I
j
I
I
I
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BY ERIC RRVENSCROFT
Culture Writer
UI
I
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Despite the presence of Robert
De Niro and the cold stares of
Dakota Fanning, "Hide and Seek"
ultimately disappoints when it
becomes known who or what is
the mysterious presence behind
the catch ofthe film.
De Niro plays David CaIIaway,
a ps~chologist who has just lost
his wife in a suicide. The death
'traumatizes David's 9-year-old
daughter Emily (Fanning) so
- much that she spends time in a ,
children's hospital in New York
City. Thinking a fresh start wiII
help.David moves them upstate
while periodicaIIy checking in
with the doctor in the city, played
by Famke Janssen.
Because it is the off-season in
this summer community, very
few people remain in the tiny
town, save a few peculiar neigh-
bors and the local authorities.
David meets a younger divorced
, woman (Elisabeth Shue) who oc-
casionaIIy baby-sits her niece,
who is the same age as Emily.
Getting rid of her prized doll,
Emily optsto make up an Imagi-
nary friend named Charlie. Emily
plays games with Charlie, only his
games are more grisly than play-
ful. ',
Even though it boasts an. ac-
complished cast. "Hide and Seek"
, " ' ."
is more of a letdown than a great
addition to the suspense genre.
It doesn't maintain. a constant
level of suspense throughout and
is more gruesome at times than
scary. The .most chilling thing
about the film comes from the
blankexpressionsfr~m Fannlrig·
Overplayed tactics; !jike camera
views from the closet, along hall-
way with a door outlined by light,
a big house by the woods; and
creepy neighbors make the' pic-
ture a bit bland. Once the mystery
,surrounding Charlie is finally re-
vealed.there is nothing l(!ftto
know but how long tlntiLevery-
tiling ends:' , '<l '
Ai; much as it tries to achieve
status 'with the "Come out come
out wherever you are" line,it
comes in with an average ranking
among other horror fllcks, ":Hide
and Seek" WOn'tbaveyou seeking' ,
the doors. but It isn't that memo-
rable e!tllEll.",
~-'
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I Super Bowl ought to be super. clean
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with Fox and the NFL not to alr
the parody during the game hut
is getting even more publicity by
putting it up on the budweiser.
com Web site.)
For fear of offending mass au-
diences, Fox has gone so far as
to rename its "Best Damn Sports
Show Period," usually seen on
Fox Sports Net, as the "Best Darn
Super Bowl Road Show Period.'
Viewers certainly shouldn't
expect to see anything like the
"Desperate Housewives' promo-
parody that stirred up controversy
during a "Monday Night Football'
broadcast in November.
The spot was scripted by
"Housewives' creator Marc
Cherry at the request of ABC and
wasn't intended to be controver-
sial, Cherry told TV critics meet-
ing in Los Angeles. "We were just
that stupid."
The spot was supposed to
feature "Housewives" co-star
Nicollette Sheridan with ~MNF"
announcer John Madden, Cherry
said, adding, "A woman as glori-,
ous-Iookingas Nicollette Sheridan
throwing herself at John Madden
is just funny."
In his spot, "the towel wasn't
dropped at the end, and there
wasn't a jump into the arms,"
Cherry said. After Madden
couldn't appear and was re-
mances in advance.
After last .year's outcry about
Janet Jackson's infamous ward-
robe malfunction, commercials
for Super Bowl XXIX, airing Feb.
, 6 on Fox, came under scrutiny
as well. So audiences won't see
Mickey Rooney's .bare, 84-year-
old backside (the Airborne spot
didn't pass muster) or a Bud Light
ad parody showing a stagehand
ripping Jackson's top with a beer
bottle. (Anheuser-Busch agreed
BY GRIL PENNINGTON
St. lOUIS Post-Dispatch
Unless Paul McCartney moons
the crowd, the halftime show at
this year's Super Bowl will be as
squeaky clean as the NFL can
make it.
No tape delay wiii be in place
during the halftime, which also
includes singer Alicia Keyes. But
the NFL says it is reviewing "all
. facets" of the halftime perfor-
IDAHO
downtown boise
wouldn't let my 5-year-old watch
beer commercials and big-breast-
ed cheerleaders every Monday, .
but that's me."
Cherry said he felt bad that
some viewers were offended, but
added, "I didn't really realize
'Monday Night Football' was such
the family viewing experience. I
placed by Terrell Owens of the
Philadelphia Eagles, "sudden-
ly this thing became this other
thing that it wasn't really intend-
ed to be."
Martin Scorsese a msda man?
J
Filmmaker poised to enter Oscar's family
in the 1950s and '60s. Scorsese's
persona .; his fast speech, his
bushy eyebrows, his love of mov-
ies - is now as well-known as
any of his characters. He remi-
nisced through a documentary
("APersonal Journey With Martin
Scorsese Through American
Movies") and parodied his per-
fectionist image in an American
Express TV ad.
And, though he's acted in oth-
er people's movies, this year he
reached his widest audience yet
as a comical puffer fish in the hit
"Shark Tale."
"Sometimes when I'm making
movies, I take myself so seriously
that I have to be really funny about
it," says Scorsese, who did "Shark
Tale" so his 5-year-old daughter
could see one of his movies. (He
has two older daughters, ages 39
and 28, from two of his fourprevi-
ous marriages.) "And the more se-
rious I am about myself, the more
humor there has to be."
He says that New York and its
energy still inspire him, as does
his need to understand himself
through film,
"The traffic jams, the rain and '
steam on the streets, the figures
going by - visually New York is so
rich," he says. "I wish I had a cam-
era every second I'm in the car!
What I'd make, I have no idea -
probably the same films I always
make! Obsessively, I just make
the same damn movie. What can
I say?
"I guess I have an urge to want
to express myself in moving imag-
es," he continues. "I think that I'm
trying to find out more about my-
self, and trying to become more '
comfortable with myself as a per- \
son. I guess I'm just going back to
make peace with all these spirits,
all these issues, about my parents
and my family and where I grew
up and who I grew up with.
"That's what keeps me going
through the paces, through the
continual maddening process
of ending a film, taking a week's
break, then starting another one.
It's crazy! It's almost like an ill-
ness, in a good way. You have to
be some kind of a masochist to do
this. But there's no other way I can
express myself, except film."
er-director/airplane fanatic into
reclusive nut-job - the film has
Scorsese's usual affinity for fringe
characters, but, like Hughes, it
hides its twitohiness inside a pol-
ished (dare we say mainstream?)
veneer.
"Something in Hughes spelled
his own doom," Scorsese says,
explaining what drew him to
the project, which DiCaprio had
spearheaded.
"Hughes had a kind of obses-
sive-compulsive disorder - that's
probably how it would be diag-
nosed now - that was worsened,
possibly, by four plane crashes-
and damage to his brain. Like a
character in Greek tragedy, he's
given a flaw and he has to come to
terms with it. That was fascinat-
ing to me:'
Like the other lives he's chron-
icled, including Jake La Motta in
"Raging Bull:' Jesus in "The Last
Temptation of Christ" (1988) and
the Dalai Lama in "Kundun"
(1997), Scorsese says it was
Hughes' struggles rather than his
successes that appealed to him.
"I liked Hughes's obsessions
and the agony he put himself
through, as well as the way he sort
of tested his mettle by putting all
the irons in the fire. But he was his
own worst enemy:'
Scorsese developed his sense
of drama from watching life in
his old neighborhood. Yet dating
back to "Mean Streets" and "Taxi
Driver," some have said his stories
can be too violent.
"It's painful, to be honest, that
criticism. It's extremely painful:'
Scorsese says. "I just explore the
human condition. Yeah, some of
them are violent films - or rather,
there's violence in the film - but I
just try to depict (things) as I saw
them, or see them.
"The emotional violence is
probably worse than the physical
violence. But it all fits the stories,
and the characters; it's not gra-
tuitous. Particularly in the life-
styles depicted in 'Goodf'ellas' or
'Casino: there's a dead end with
the violence." \Jo
Despite his movies' toughness,
in the last decade he's become a
recognizable pop culture person-
ality, like Alfred Hitchcock was
BY JOE NEUMRIER
NawYor~ DOily News
NEW YORK - Are they talkin'
about him? Are they talkin' about
him? Is the Academy of Motion
Picture' Arts and Sciences finally
talkin' about giving an award to
Martin Scorsese?
Wi!J1the 11nominations racked
up Tuesday by "The Aviator,"
the man often called America's
Greatest Living Filmmaker (With
No Oscar) seems poised to win his
first statuette, after more than 20
feature films, four Best Director
, l'l'"~,". _ _, /' nominations; and single-handed-
ed:1801 University. Drive: ly making New York the toughest
ICrOI ,frCl'",n~""" BBU 6tudlnt Un on Bulldlngl i " character in movies.
"The Aviator" is a clear front-
runner, and with wins from the
Producers Guild and the Golden
Globes, this should be a good
time for the director of "Mean
Streets" (1973), "Taxi Driver"
(1976), "Raging Bull" (1980),
"GoodFellas" (1990), and "Gangs
of New York" (2002).
But he wouldn't be Martin
Scorsese if he didn't see a dark
side.
"I'm always questioning my
work. Is it good? Is it not good? I
really don't know," Scorsese says
in his familiar rat-a-tat-tat verbal
patter.
"I can tell you, quite honestly,
that I'm very surprised I got most
of them made. I think a lot of it had
to do with the power of Robert De
Niro in the I970s and Leonardo
DiCaprio now.
"But 'The Aviator' and 'Gangs
of New York' may be the only
films I (could) make that are this
(epic scale). They had themes I'm
comfortable with.
"I don't know if there's any
more room for me in big-budget
Hollywood:'
Four decades after he emerged
from NYU film school, Scorsese,
62, is still the prototypical New
York filmmaker, independent-
minded, artistic and scrappy.
/ Whichiswhy"TheAviator" is be-
lngjouted as the California park-
ing stub the Academy will finally
validate: A sleekbiopic about the
young Howard Hughes (DiCaprio)
- who would morph from billion-
aire playboy/Hollywood produc-
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Get Involvedl Applications are now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSUElection Chair
2. ASBSUFee Proposal Committee
3. BSUStudent Radio Advisory Committee
4. BSUChildren's Center Advisory Committee
5. BSUNon-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee
6. BSUParking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7. BSUParking Citations Appeal Committee
8. BSUCampus 10Advisory Committee
9. ASBSUFinancial Manager
10. ASBSUFinancial Advisory Board
11. ASBSUElection Board
12. ASBSUBuilding & Structures Committee
For more Information, please contact Personnel Recruitment Coordinator Joyce Ward at 426-1147.
BY TODD SPLENORGE
HumDr Columnist
Being fat is like getting old. If
you don't acknowledge it, it will
go away, at least long enough for
you to have a good time with it
now, and die of it later.
I'm sick and tired of hearing
people tell me every day the ben-
efits of exercise and eating right.
I met Richard Simmons once on
a layover at the Duluth airport. .
He exercises constantly, and
he's still not much of a physical
specimen . .I met Richard Pryor
once too. Though skinnier than
Mr. Simmons, he was not a very
nice man. Truth be told, the only
Richard I've ever met that wasn't
a complete Dick was Richard
Stephenson, the little boy whose
lunch money I used to steal in
YMCA day camp when I was
twelve.
.When it comes to exercise, the
most invigorated I want to feel
every day is when I reach into my
cereal box to try and pull out the
special toy. Now I know toys don't
come in cereal much anymore; in
fact cereal has become nothing
more than a deathtrap for diabet-
ic children these days. But with
very little skill, and indeed noth-
ing more than a second grade
reading level, one can success-
fully navigate himself through a
grocery store's cereal aisle and,
arrive successfully holding only
boxes containing toys on the oth-
er side. I know this because I give
small children dollar bills to ac-
complish this task for me. Such is
how little I enjoy exercise.
If I could pay someone to walk
to the bathroom for me, at any
point in the day, I would do it. IfI
could pay someone to change my
clothes for me, I would do it. If I
could pay someone to change the
channels on the television Iwould
do it. In theory, I'm actually not
as much under-fit as I am under-
wealthy.
Here's a question. How many
fat rich people are there?
Michael Moore is fat and rich;
he's made ba-jillions off of his
anti-Bush movies. It seems like
the more money he makes the fat-
ter he gets. He is liberal in both
what leaves his mouth and what
goes in it.
Rosie O'Donnell fits the crite-
ria listed above, 'but her weight
doesn't fluctuate with current
fame. She is still the same size as
the Rosie America fell in love with
in "ALeague of Their Own."
I'm sure -these folks pay little
pygmy midgets' to do their dirty
-work, scrub their backsides in
the bathtub and spoon-feed them
spaghetti 'for dinner. Moore and
O'Donnell probably pay their
midget (l believe the P.C. term is
dwarves or little people) work-
ers a good hard-earned living
wage, owning up to the standards
they've set for themselves. You
can bet the workers don't own
any guns.
If in fact though, little people
are just another marginalized
working class, then I call for stiff
federal regulation. Little people
shouldn't have to earn little sala-
ries.
In any event, I hate exercise.
And Dicks, too.
People stand tall, don't always
do what the television tells you to.
If you have any comments on ex-
ercise, fat rich people or you just
want to tell it like it is, e-mail me
at toddsplendage@yahoo.com.
Remember: carbs don't kill peo-
ple; Charlton Heston kills people.
Also, everyday with a cereal toy is
a Splendage day to be alive.
Winter Carnival under
way in McCall
BY MICHRELR HERLIHY
Culture Writer
The Winter Carnival is in full
force in McCall. The annual mid-
winter party that dates back to
1924, helps local merchants keep
business rolling during an other-
wise slow part of the year.
Tourists and locals alike gath-
er to enjoy snowman building
contests, the Mardi Gras parade,
snowshoe golf, the Idaho snow
sculpting championships, and
Dinner, Hwy 55
9:00 p.m. - Optimist Club Teen Dance, Elementary
Multipurpose Room
other small, mountain town ac-
tivities.
McCall locals of all ages have
been gearing up for this year's
carnival, The figure skating club
is hosting an ice show at the
Manchester Ice and Event Center
at 7 p.m. on both Friday and
Saturday nights. The members of
Alpine Playhouse will be putting
on "Room Service" at 7:30 p.m.
each night through Saturday.
The extravaganza began on
Friday and runs through this
Thursday, Feb. 3, 2005
All Day - Idaho Snow Sculpting Championships,
Depot Park, Lake Street
11:00 a.m. - 5th Annual Snowshoe Golf, McCall
Golf Course
4-7 p.m. - The Great Idaho Tubing Races, The
Activity Barn, Mission to Moonridge
7:00 p.m. - Beard, Sexy Legs & Hairy Legs Contest,
Yacht Club
Saturday, Feb. 5, 2005
8:00-11:00 a.m. - Pancake Breakfast at the Senior
Center
10:00-12:00 noon - Snowman Building Contest,
Rite Aid Parking Lot, Dienhard Lane
11:00 a.m. - 5th Annual Snowshoe Golf, McCall
City Golf Course .
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. - Music on the Main Stage,
Legacy Park, Lake Street
1:00-11:00 p.m. - Beer Garden, Depot Park, Lake
Street
8:00 p.m. - Starlight Masquerade Ball, Whitetail
Club-WAAF
Friday, Feb. 4, 2005
.All Day - Vendor Court, Upper level at Depot, Lake
St.
11:00 a.m. - Idaho Snow Sculpting Championship
Judging, Lake Street
11:00 a.m. - 5th Annual Snowshoe Golf, McCall
City Golf Course
Noon-9 p.m: - Tubing at the Activity Barn
5:00-9:00 p.m. - Music on the Main Stage, Food
Court Legacy Park, Lake Street
7:00 p.m. - Little Ski Hill Torch Parade, Night Ski &
Sunday, Feb. 6, 2005
All Day - Snow Sculpture Viewing
weekend, so you still have a
chance to get some friends to-
gether, fill the gas tank, and head
north to catch the remaining fes-
tivities.
For more Information about
accommodations in McCall you
can contact McCall Vacations at
800-799-3880 or vistit www.ini-
daho.com. Don't forget to stop
by the beer garden to see what
magical transformations the ice
sculptors create from their 9 foot
by 5 foot blocks of Ice.
Check out the monthly @o~~~ Groups of three orpiercing spetiat», this more will get di,count'month is navel on piercings (not
piercing, for $20 including sale items).
All New Moon pletcings Include We have designs for the new
the jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
instructions. We stand by our plercings, from pictures you bring in.
and offer free follow up service.
New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375·1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"
Boise Perfect Look
1217 S, Broadway Ave. (208) 338-7888. Located in Ifre Broadway Plaza
We offer a ftill nne of retail products Including:
Nioxin. loko, Amplif!l, Sexy Hair Concepts, BioSilk.
Biolage, Tigi; Paul Mitchell, Sebaslian, ISO, Redken, Abba,
American Crew. KMS. Artec, Perfectiolls. Nexxus
Regular Prices: Adults $11.00.
Children (Through age to) $9.50. Senior CItizens (From age 62) $10.00
Biographies are
blessed at Oscar time
BY CRRRIE RICKEY
Knight Ridder Newspapers
Come Oscar time, biography is
destiny.
Three of the five movies up
for best picture - "The Aviator:'
"finding Neverland" and "Ray"
- are biopics. A record eight of
20 actors contending for Oscars
played real-life figures.
Filmmakers haven't been bit-
ten by the bug responsible for re-
ality television. They just know
that the odds of getting a statu-
ette have always been greater for
film biography than for any other
movie genre.
Let the record show that one-
quarter of the trophies for best
picture (19 of76) went to blopics,
including "Lawrence of Arabia,"
"Out of Africa" and "A Beautiful
Mind." Thirty-eight of the 286
acting awards, or 13percent, were
given to performers who essayed
real-life figures, among them
Gary Cooper for "Sergeant York,"
Barbra Streisand for "Funny Girl"
Fanny Brice and George C. Scott
for "Patton."
Real lives provide' a unique
challenge for screenwriters, in
that they do not provide the neat
three-act structure and reso-
lution of drama. They likewise
hold a unique challenge for ac-
tors, especially when they play
well-known figures, as with this
year's nominees Jamie Foxx as
Ray Charles in "Ray" and Cate
Blanchett as Katharine Hepburn
in "The Aviator."
The degree of difficulty in play-
ing a familiar personage (think
Denzel Washington in "Malcolm
X") 13 greater than in playing a
figure not so well known (Meryl
Streep as Isak Dinesen in "Out
of Africa"). IfFoxx and Blanchett
have an edge, it's because they
don't just channel Charles and
Hepburn; they resurrect them.
The bio-nominees of 2004 in-
clude Leonardo DiCaprio as
Howard Hughes in "The Aviator,"
and Alan Alda (supporting ac-
tor) as Sen. Owen Brewster, who
attempted to discredit Hughes.
"Hotel Rwanda's" Don Cheadle
(best actor) and Sophie Okonedo
(supporting actress) were cited
for their performances as hotel
manager Paul Rusesabagina and
his wife, who saved 1,200 lives
during their nation's 1994 civil
war. Johnny Depp won a best
actor citation as "Peter Pan" au-
thor James Barrie in "Finding
Neverland," and Laura Linney
a supporting actress bid as the
spouse of "Dr. Sex" in "Kinsey."
This year's top-nominated bi-
opics are about creative artists
battling inner demons, reinforc-
ing the popular myth about the
artist-as-madman.
Depp's Barrie is an arrested-
development playwright and the
creator of the boy who won't grow
up. DiCaprio's Hughes is an ob-
sessive-compulsive drug-depen-
dent film producer. Only Foxx's
Charles, a drug-addicted musi-
cian, conquers Hs habit. Itwasn't
ever thus.
During the 1930s, Oscar-win-
ning biopics such as "The Life
of Emile Zola" and "The Story
of Louis Pasteur" were message
movies about democratic values,
significant in an era shadowed
by Fascism.' Forties biopics fea-
tured World War I patriots such
as "Sergeant York" and "Yankee
Doodle Dandy's" George M.
Cohan.
In the '50s the biopic waned.
It returned with a vengeance
in the '60s, when Hollywood
had a torrid affair with royal In-
trigue ("Cleopatra," "The Lion in
Winter"), which addressed the
conflicts between a ruler's per- .
sonal romances and publicre-
sponsibilities. Ever since the '70s,
the royals have been dethroned,
making way for working-class he-
roes and heroines such as "Coal
Miner's Daughter" (Loretta Lynn) ,
"Raging Bull" (Jake LaMotta) and
"Erin Brockovich."
Most recently, Oscar has been
smitten with those who exhibit
madness and genius - Geoffrey
Rush as the pianist in "Shine,"
Russell Crowe as delusional
mathematician John Forbes
Nash in "A Beautiful Mind" and
Nicole Kidman as suicidal author
Virginia Woolf in "The Hours."
And last year, madness alone
was enough: the Academy award-
ed Charlize Theron top honors
for her portrayal of serial killer
Aileen Wuornos in "Monster."
GOT AN
EYE .. :
for business or
journalism?
'APPLY NOW!
Business Manager
& Editor-in-Chief
Positions opened for
2005-2006
FOR MORE INFO
CALL BRAD
@ 345-8204
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746 W. Main St .... 388-1900
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LINE
BronCDS to host
Bracket Buster
The pairing for ESPN'sBracket Buster Saturday has
the Boise State's men's hoops team hosting an old rival
on Feb. 19.Former BigWest foeWeber State will play the
Broncos at 4:30 p.m. at the Taco BellArena.
These two programs have met 67 times: with Weber
State holding a 41-26series advantage.
Weber State is currently 8-12 overall and 3-5 in the Big
SkyConference. They are in sixth place.
Two Bronco'
skiers finish in
-top 15
Boise State's Spela Bertoncelj and Margit Walter fin-
ished ninth and 12th in the women's giant slalom at the
Denver Invitational this past weekend. Bertoncelj was
ninth overall and eighth among collegiate skiers with
a time of two minutes, 0.324 seconds. Wiater was 12th
overall in 2:03.75. JillMendenhall was 47th overall in
2:28.95.
In the women's slalom, Bcrtoncelj was the top Bronco
finisher with a two-run time of 1:37.39which placed her
2:1r(\overall.IillMcndenhall was 48th with a time of
I:5G.2·1.T\'largitWalter missed a turn in her second run
and did not not record a time in the slalom.
Zabransky
named ''A Player
ToWatch in
2005"
Boise Stale quarterback Jared Zabransky wiIltravelto
Columbus. Ohio, this Saturday where he will be recog-
nized hv the Touchdown Club of Columbus as a "Player
. toWatch" for the 2005 football season.
Zabransky. along with Broncos offensive coordinator
Chris Petersen. will attend the organization's 50'hSports
Award Banquet where several outstanding players and
coaches from the 2004 season will be honored.
Ajunior from Hcrminston. Oregon, Zabransky will re-
ceive a 2005Award of Distinction along with nine other
players from around the nation.
Gymnastics
*Fri. vs. Washington 7p.m.
Wrestling
*Fri. vs. Cal Poly 7p.m.
Indoor track and field
Pri-Sat. Jackson's Track in Nampa
.National Heritage Invitational
Women's basketball
Tonight vs. Rice 7 p.m.
Sat vs. Tulsa 2 p.m.
i
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Men's basketball
Tonight @ Rice 6 p.m.
Saf. @ Tulsa 6 p.m.
.Men's tennis
Pri.-Sat in Stockton, Calif.
Fri vs. Cal Poly
Sat. vs. San Francisco and Pacific~
"Beauty and the Beast part 2 at the
Tacq,Bell Arena
Broncos announce 17
signees for the 2005 season
NRME pos HT WT CL HOMETOWN [High School, Jr. College/Sr. College]
Richie Brockel TE 6-2 230 Fr. Phoenix, Arizona " (Greenway HS)
Jeremy Childs WR 6-0 170 Fr. Los Alamitos, California (Los Alamitos I-IS)
Iadon Dailey C 6-0 285 Jr. Phoenix, Arizona (Mountain Ridge I-IS/Phoenix College)
Jameson Davis k 5-10 185 Fr. Eagle, Idaho (Eagle HS)
Dennis Ellis DE 6-3 270 Jr. Cleveland, Texas (Cleveland HS/College of Canyons)
Cameron Filkins OG 6-4 324 Fr. Seal Beach, California (Los Alamitos HS)
AionaKey WR 6-4 205 Fr. Citrus Heights, California (Mesa Verde I-IS)
Ben Iannacchione OT 6-3 280 Fr. Pittsburg, Pennsylvania (Baldwin HS/West Virginia Univ.)
Nick Lomax QB 6-6 210 Fr. Tualatin, Oregon (Lake Oswego HS)
Paul Lucariello OT 6-4 250 Fr. Chino, California (Chino HS)
Tristan Patin DB 5-9 165 Fr. Los Angeles, California (Serra HS)
Ierard Rabb WR 6-3 200 Jr. Orange, California (El Modena HS/Saddleback CC)
Orlando Scandrick DB 5-11 175 Fr. Los Alamitos, California (Los Alamitos HS)
Matt Schweitzer TE 6-4 220 Fr. Gig Harbor, Washington (Gig Harbor I-IS)
Kyle Seevers QB 6-6 190 Fr. Pioche, Nevada (Lincoln County HS)
Nathan Thomas LB 6-1 220 Fr. Claremont, California (Claremont, I-IS)
KyleWilson DB 5-10 180 Fr. Piscataway, New Jersey (Piscataway HS)
TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor
Boise State head football coach Dan
Hawkins announced Wednesday af-
ternoon the signing of 17players to the
class of 2005. Hawkins also announced
that Vinny Perretta, awalk-on from last
year's team earned a scholarship after
being named Boise State Offensive
Scout Team Player of the Year.
Of the players announced, 15 are
new to the program. Former Eagle
High School kicker Jameson Davis and
offensive lineman Cameron Filkins
previously signed with the program,
but did not enroll full time in classes at
Boise State.
"This was obviously a little bit small'
er of a class than we've been used to
dealing with in the past few years, so .
we weren't out there for as many num-
bers," Hawkins said.
Four players, Filkins, Iadon Dailey
and Ierard Rabb arc currently enrolled
at Boise State.
There arc three junior college trans-
fers on this year's list. Dailey, Rabb and
defensive end Dennis Ellis should all
compete for starting spots this fall.
Of the freshman signed yesterday,
there are three offensive lineman,
three defensive backs, two wide receiv-
ers, two quarterbacks, two tight ends
and one linebacker.
"I think we went a little heavier at
the wide out and a-line spot than we
thought we would go initially, but given
the quality at that position, 'fte couldn't
pass that up," Hawkins said:
Already with three scholarship quar-
terbacks on the roster, Hawkins does
plan on having all five on the roster
come fall. KyleSeevers and Nick Lomax
arc the two new signal callers signed.
Along with Filkins on the offensive
line are Ben Iannacchioue and Paul
Lucarleelo, Iannacchione red shirted
on the West Virginia University team
this past fall, so he will have to grey
shirt this season and can compete as a
sophomore in 2006.
,~
Boise State football head coach Dan Hawkins [above] announced the new siqnaes to theprogram yesterday.
Jeremy Childs and Aiona Key are
the new receivers for the Broncos.
Key was a highly touted defensive
back, but his six foot, four inch
frame will be a plus for a team used
to having shorter, undersized re-
ceivers in the past.
With junior Derek Schouman
starting at the tight end position,
the Broncos will be bringing in two
marc. They arc Richie Brockel of
Phoenix, Ariz. and Matt Schweitzer.
The farthest recruit is one of
the defensive backs coming in for
the Broncos. Kyle Wilson from
Piscataway, New Jersey is joined
by Orlando Scandrick and Tristan
Patin in the secondary.
The lone linebacker' signed
Wednesday was' Nathan Thomas
from Claremont, Calif.
Summing up this recruiting class,
Hawkins simply said, "Alot of speed,
a lot of talent, a lot of champions
and a lot of guys who are commit-
ted to getting us to that BCSescalon
and feel like this is the place they
cando it."
Be sure to check out Monday's
edition of The Arbiter for full anal-
ysis of the new Broncos and a look
at what the 2005 team should look
like.
THE RRBITER SPORTS STRFF
Lady Broncos look to 'finish
home stand on winning note
The Boise State women's basketball
team will wrap their four-game home
stand tonight as they play host to Rice
(12-8 overall, 5-4 Western Athletic
Conference) at 7 p.m, at the Taco Bell
Arena.
The Lady Broncos then will play
Tulsa (14-5, 6-3 WAC) at 2 p.m. in a
matinee match-up on Saturday.'
Last week, Boise State upset LaTech.
in what could have been the single
biggest upset in over a decade for the
program.
With only 1.6 seconds left on the
clock, Benita Buggs nailed a three-
pointer giving the Broncos a 62·59 vic-
tory. They then fell victim to an equal-
ly tough SMU team Saturday ."
The home stand does not get much
easier this week.
Rice is currently fifth in the confer-
ence despite falling to San Jose State
last Saturdayt3.52. They had a three-
. game win streak going into the game.
The Owls are led by Michelle Woods,
who is averaging 1~6 points per game.
\
Back- in January, Rice handed the
Broncos their most lopsided defeat of
the season in Houston, as they handed
them a 75-48 loss.
Tulsa currently stands tied for sec-
ond in the conference, and is led by
probably the best overall player in the
WAC. Iillian Robbins is third in the
conference in scoring (15.6per game),
second in rebounds (8.9), second in
steals per game (2.42), and second in
blockshots (2.63).
Since losing two straight in the road
to La Tech and SMU early in confer-
ence play, Tulsa has won six of their
last seven In the WAC.They beat Boise
State during the same road trip last
month, 70-61. .
The Broncos are currently ninth In
the WAC, but only two games out of
sixth spot. This weekend will be an-
other huge challenge for the team.
Freshman guard Tasha Harris led
the Broncos in the win over La Tech,
but was highly Inconsistent _versus
SMU and was benched for senior Jodi
Nakasliima.There Isn't much reason
to think that Harris' 1011. will dimin
Jamie Hawkins {above] Bnd the Broncos defend thetr
home court twice this weekend as thev host Rice and
Tulsa at the Taco Bell Arena. .
-ish just because of one bad game.
She will need to keep her tough
defense and great scoring threat in
orderforthe Broncostffinlsh these
two games on a winning note. .
The Broncos will hit the road
next weekend with games at
Nevada and Frrsno St~te. ~
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Heeere's Freddie!'
The lost art of Super
Bowl smack talk
~'
"'.J'.,,~.
#'
J';-~
~. InthewordsofPhiladelphlaEagle'sFreddleMltchell,
ir. I would also like to thank my hands for being so great.
~ I have also coined my own nickname, "The People's
.~Approach" iii honor of "The People's Champ." .
Yes, all of TPA's acclaims go to the PWlly receiver
with the cornrowed mohawk under his lid. During
this two-week coma before Super Bowl XXXIX, the
Eagles' camp has delivered sound bytes like Mrs.
~,McNabb does Chunky Soup ads.
• Thank you Phllly, No. Thank you Freddie Mitchell.
Camera hog? No. Just the guy needed to keep every-
~.one conscious till Sunday. Terrell Owens' ankle has
~.kept his money mouth muted in the smack depart-
.. ment (unless crediting God for a quick rehab counts) .
.. So, naturally, his on-field backuphas been lining up
, for the interviews as well.
~ . And all for our enjoyment.
~ Fact is the New England secondary will own
t the Birds on Sunday. So in Freddie fashion, If you
: can't beat 'em, call them out. Go ahead; tell Rodney
~ Harrison you got something for him. Better yet, tell
him his momma smells worse than Jacksonville. You
have nothing to lose Freddie, except maybe your head
on a post route - and, oh yeah, a Super Bowl.
But let it rip Freddie.
Let it all fro out.
Because itworks - up until kickoff that is. .
;. Little second string Freddie has taken the Pats out
~ ofthelr "business as usual" game. New England wants
":.nothing more than keep silent and focused until they
~ suit up, Not now. The Pats continue to squawk away
,: on Freddie's "disrespect" lind "immaturity."
Hook ... lIne ... sinker.
Question is: Will Freddie's jabs counter the Patriot
uppercut? Not from a (dare I say) dynasty team that
has seen this stage before, but Itwas worth our atten-
. tlon, Freddie. It was well worth it.
If every team carried the robotic drawl of Bellchick, .
the Super Bowl would have nothing to sell to
Budweiser or whatever companies shell out millions
. for 30 seconds of air.
No smack talk equals no buildup, which equals no
thank you, Every big game needs It and Mitchell has
brought it. Which would rather hear about for two
• weeks - Freddie Mitchell popping his grill or the tired
: old Tom Brady and Joe Montana comparison?
Scoreboard.
TPA thanks you Freddie, and TPA Is also seriously
considering a cornrowed mohawk. TPA just hopes
Supercuts can make that happen.
BY MIKE ROCHE
Sports Columnist
TPA'S SUPER BOWL PREDICTION:
Predicting scores is overrated. TPA only predicts
what TPA knows will happen. Like coach Belichick,
TPA will proudly dawn a grey hooded sweatshirt on
Super, Bowl Sunday. It won't be a genius coaching
trademark. However, itwill be the first thing TPA will
see when TPA rolls out of bed, The pride of sharing
a wardrobe with a living football legend is comfort-
ing, even ifTPA's has mustard stains. By the way, New
England wins 38-20.
THE SECOND APPROACH: .
Those of us blessed with HBO were treated last
, Saturday to a much-hyped brawl between Arturo
"Thunder" Gatti and "Jesse" James Leija In Atlantic
City. Gatti's overhand right knocked Leija down mid-
way through the fifth round, but it was GattI's left
hook that knocked him into Newark.
What was missing from the fight? Glad you ask. Gatti
is tagged with the nickname the "Human Highlight
Film," and rightfully so. His three epic battles with
"Irish" Mickey Ward have earned fight-of-the-year
honors. They were real life Rocky moyies. They were
punch-for-punch brawls of bloodshed. They were,
simply put, astounding.
But as exposed in his WBC l40-pound title defense
with Leija, the warrior has been left behind. At 32,
Gatti (39-6, 30 KOs) is reaching retirement age and
has adopted a new jab-heavy boxing style.
Good for Gatti.
Bad for boxing.
The post-Lennox Lewis heavyweight division is
shallow in stars. What boxing needs to survive is the
old Gatti. 'Million Dollar Babies' and. NBC reality
shows are helpful, but they're no Gatti.
A potential pay-per.view with Floyd Mayweather
Jr. (33-0) could happen this summer (If Mayweather
can correct his continuing legal troubles). The war-
rior against the pound-for-pound best sounds llrom-
ising. It's possible the speed and talent of Mayweather
could bring the old Gatti back to the ring.
And bring the fans back to boxing.
Katie Griffis sets the tone for freshman gymnasts
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports lIlrlter
Boise State freshman gymnast Katie Griffis is .
head coach Sam Sandmlre's pick for one of her
breakout gymnasts of the year. Why? It could be
attributed to her dedication and passion for the
sport, but her performances in practice and in
competition are the most valid indicators behind
Sandmire's prediction.
"I believe you practice how you compete,"
, Sandmire said.
Griffis values each practice and believes strongly
In never giving up.
On the recruiting trip, Griffis got a chance to get
to know the team and check out Boise. All the way
from Snellville, Ga., Griffis packed her bags.left the
Katie Grllfls
humidity behind and headed toBronco Country.
She might not be ab\e to find the greatest barbecue
In Boise, but the chance to compete with the 2005
team is one Griffis is not about jo pass up. "They
are the best teammates I've ever had," Griffis said.
The Beauty and the Beast competitions arethe
most anticipated of the season. The home crowd
is full of energy, intensity and out In full force. The
seniors are full of leadership qualities and It shows
when preparations began for the big Beauty and
Beast events.
"They [the seniors 1 really help us prepare," Griffis
said. .
Last Friday the attendance was recorded at 3,805.
In front of all those ecstatic fans, Griffis made her
home debut. Sandmlre said that Griffis would be a
strong competitor on bars and she lived up to the
.',,-r' ';"",.-:,:'-.:'
.predictionla~t Frl4ay.Grufi~ fi~~hedtli~t;o'il~ars
with a 9.75 in her first home meet and in fron(of a
highly energized loud home crowd.
The juniors and seniors are happy to seethe
freshmen steppinglt up. JUnior Kea Cuaresma is
especially grateful for the talents of Griffis and the
rest of the freshman class who are making an im-:
pact now and taking advantage of learning from
their upper class teammates. "It is really good for
us to have four new freshmen because we are going
to be losing seven seniors," Cuaresma said.
With the support of her new coaches and team-
mates, Griffis's most aspiring characteristic will
be her biggest asset and contribution to the team.
Her dedication has and will continue to open up
the door for great achievements in her career as a
Bronco.
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NOBODY
BEATS OUR
PRICES!
33% to 70%
off
EVERYDAYBroncos geared up for part
two of Beauty and the Beast
BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
Boise State will set the stage for Beauty and the
Beast part two as they play host to 22nd ranked
Washington Huskies tomorrow night.
The Broncos performed exquisitely on floor
and dominantly on vault, but the balance beam
and uneven bars presented a challenge in Beauty
and the Beast part one last Friday. Despite the
poor showing on bars and beam, the Broncos
took first over Cal State Fullerton 190.1-189.75.
Beam presented a challenge to the Huskies
in their Jan. 28 victory as well, with only two
Huskies over 9.7. Washington is a fierce team
led by senior Carly Dockendorf, a seasoned vet-
eran who is currently tied for the fifth all-time
in career individual titles at 40. Dockendoft sets
the precedent for tlie freshman Huskies leading
them to a first place finish.
Dockendorf took first on bars (9.875), floor
(9.850) and in the all-around (39.150) with fresh-
men Raimey Iselin and Kelly McDonald right
behind her In the all-around each with 9.875 on
Jan. 28. Freshman Husky Natalie Gillan scored
personal best on vault (9.825) to finish second
in the event.
Boise State freshman Katie Griffis made an
excellent contribution and earned an indi-
vidual title on bars (9.75) against CS Fullerton
in Beauty and 'the Beast part one. Freshman
Natasha Gowda scored an 8.850 on beam, the
third highest scorer in the event that night. '
The Broncos are ranked 53'd in the nation with
their season high set a 190.9. Theywon their first
home victory last week and have been working
out the kinks of their routines in practice. Boise
State sophomore Lindsay Ward, junior Lindsey
Thomas and senior Carla Chambers contribute
a dynamic collaboration of elegance and grace
to the all-around competition. Thomas took the
all-around title against Cal State Fullerton with
a 38.20 and Ward took second with a 38.150,
Chambers is the defending WAC all·around
champion the last two consecutive years.
Dockendorf is ranked 10th nationally in the all-
around competition. In 2004, Dockendorf set a
career-high all·around score against Boise State
and Seattle Pacific (39.575). The all-around to-
morrow willbe an exhilarating spectacle to wit-
ness.
Beauty and the Beast part 2 begins at 7 p.m.
tomorrow night at the Taco Bell Arena.
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Coby Barl [above] and the BolseSt'ate men's hoops team need good shooting mqhts this weekend In order to
Improve on their 3-6 WACrecord. .
The Boise State men's wrestlmq team win compete tomorrow night In the second Beauty and the Beast
competition In the jlast two weeks. Last Frld~, !Iolng head to head and on the same floor, as the !Iymnastlcs team
In the last week's Beauty and the Beast-the Broncos beat Fresno State, 19-16. On Saturday\-.Bolse State defeated
Cal State Bakersfield 22-12 and spill their double bin on Sunday wllh a Win over Montana :Jtat~ 34-6 and a loss
to Cal State Fullerton, 28-17. Beauty and the Beast begtns at 7 p.m. tomorrow night at the Taco Bell Arena.
. BY TRE\iOR HORN
Sporta Editor
The BoiseState men's basketball team's next two games may end up being the
two that set the tone for the rest of the season. Sitting in eighth place and corn-
ing off two disappointing losses on the road, the Broncos will finish out their
four-game road trip this weekend, needing no less than a split .
• Tonight the Broncos face a tough battle versus a team in the midst of a three-
game losing streak. Tipoffls set for 7p.m. [CT]at Autry Court.
Rice (10-7overall, 5·4Western Athletic Conference) beat BoiseState 87-751ast
month at the TacoBellArena. Amuch too strong Michael Harris led a strong In-
side game against a Boise State team without senior center Jason Ellis.
Harris, the preseason WACplayer ofthe year, scored 25 points on 9-11shoot-
ing and grabbed nine rebounds last month, but three close losses versus WAC
foes may be the worst opportunity for the Broncos (9-11,3-6WAC).
Rice has lost the three games by a combined 11points, including a three-
point loss in overtime at Hawaii. i
Harris averages 20.3 points and 11.8 rebounds per game. The other two
Owls averaging in double figures are Jason McKrieth (14.l) and BrockGillespie
(10.2).
Tulsa sits in the WACcellar, but has played many other WACteams very tough
this season, including a close 72·71 loss to Boise State last month. Saturday's
game will be televised on KBCICh. 2 at 6 p.m. locally.
The middle of the pack in the conference is still up for grabs. 'So,two strong
games this weekend could propel the Broncos. Only two games separate fourth
from ninth place in the WAC.Rice and LATech are both 5-4 and tied for fourth,
but BSUand San Jose State are both 3-6 and tied for the eight spot. The Broncos
also battle Fresno State, who is currently in third, next Saturday at the TacoBell
Arena.
The problem for the Broncos in their losses this season has been the emer-
gence of that third or fourth scorer to compliment Jermaine Blackburn and
CobyKarl. Blackburn (15.4points per game) and Karl (12.5)have been consis-
tent scoring threats, but Elliswill just be getting into his routine this weekend,
and Franco Harris and Eric Lane were ice cold on Saturday. Harris did lead the
Broncos with 23 points' on Thursday versus-LATech. But Lane and Harris were
-acombined 3-17shooting on Saturday as the Broncos gave up a halftime lead
to fall to SMU.
If those third, fourth or even fifth scoring threats gets into the game early,
the Broncos could have a chance to get a quality win or two to finish out the
road trip.
Ahealthy Ellis will also be a huge plus. Now four games back from a hernia
operation, Ellis grabbed a season-high, 16 rebounds en route to setting the
BoiseState all-time record for rebounds.
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Hockey team splits series at winter carnival
-
KR15 TIS CHOW ping some potential breakaways.
specral to The Arbiter The Broncos controlled the puck
for most of the-remainder of the
The Boise State men's ice \lock-' game, They' scored two . goals
ey team kept fans on the edge of wlthin 30 seconds of play to tie
their -seats for both games last the game with minutes left on the
weekend in McCall at the annual. clock. However, with·12·secorids
winter carnival. The Broncos de- . left In-the game, a University of
feated the Vandals' 8-5 Saturday Idaho forward was left: open in
night just 24hours after a last sec- front of the net to score Idaho's fi-
ond goal Friday left them with a nal goal and end the.game for the
7-6 loss. Bra.ncos. ..... . .•.''" ... .'..•.....
. The Broncos were slow to get in / . On Saturday, BoiseState got into ,
the game Friday night, all(jwing '. the same slttiationas they entered
the Vandals to gain a 3-goal ad- each period in a tie, 2-2going into
vantage in the first period. They the second and .44 going int!>the
picked up' the pace throughout third. The, Broncos controlled
the second period corning within most of the- game but .still had
just one goal before losing their problems with a few breakaways
footing again going into the third. from the University of Idaho.
The pace changed early in the Both the defense and oifensere-
third as the Broncos carne out of ally carne out solid in the third to
the locker room looking like a n~w\ finish the game for the Broncos.
team. ' The game ended with fourdif· .
Bronco forward Aaron ferent .'Broncos .s~oring goals· in
LaBarbera increased the mo-' the final 13minutes of the game
mentum as he picked tIp the pace as the defense' and goalie. Jesse
helping the defense and stop- Willer allowed only one goal in
the third. Walker came awaywith
28 saves for the night.
"There wasn't much we did dif-
ferently.We just moved the puck
better." Bronco forward Phil
McKinnon said.
McKinnon, who' played Junior
. Ahockey in the British Columbia
Junior HockeyLeague, was the
point leader Saturday night tally-
ing up a hat trick and an assist.
. "It's just another hat trick,"
McI(j~on said, "Qut it felt good
to be ~ble to help the team."
Th~ team plays Washington
State this weekend at horne in the
Bank ;0£America centre. Tickets
will be sold at the door and are
only $3 for students and $5 for the
general public. The puck drops at
9:30pm.
"They should be good games.
Everybodyiscomingtogether. The
lines were mixed up a little bit
and we have been getting used to
playing with each other. We' are
really starting to.get the flow go-
ing." McKinnon said.
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Author seeks 20 BSU
students to read & evalu-
ate booklet manuscript
(3hr. reading time). Title:
Search for the Immortal
Soul Religious back-
ground preferred, $301
student. Call: 371-2908
Ask for Dan or leave msg.
deknauft@hotmail.com
$600 Group Fund-
raiser Scheduling Bo-
nus! Four hours of your
group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundrais-
ing solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earn-
ings for your group. Call
TODAY for a $600 bonus
when you schedule your
non-sales fundraiser with
Campusf'undraiser, Con-
tact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser,
com
Looking for broken gui-
tars or instruments. Will
pick up, free - $10. Any
conditionlbrandlno brand.
Mike 429-1106
Mtn. Home Carpool
Looking to carpool on
Tues/Thurs for 7:40am
class., Return aft. 3pm.
Share gas. 283-9949
Take Control Of Your
Health! Overweight? Al-
lergies? Diabetes? We can
help. www.herbal-nutri-
tion.net/dwoodlid or call
800-281-7764
'98 VW Golf 84k. 4 dr. 5
sp. CD player. Runs great.
Must sell! $7200/0bo.
Call 761-1250.
02' Mazda 83000 Pick-
up. V-6, 24k, silver. Great
condition. $9,500 Call
869-1288
1976 Volks Bug. Runs
kind a, $590. 850-2754
1986 F250 Extend. Cab
4x4. Diesel, auto/ps,
air/cruise/cd. New tires/
brakes/parts/shell. Excel
condo $4795 353-4565
1991 Grand Am, 5spd,
ac, cruise, newer engine,
looks rough but runs
great. $800 obo Call 853-
6296
1998 Ford Countour
SE, 4dr sedan, all power,
CD, AC, 6cyl, 5spd. 71k
$3300/obo.447-1602
sooahinc@email.com
200 I Dodge Dakota,
Club Cab 4x4 SLT, .dk
blue, 4.7L V8, A/T, like
new. Below NADA pricc.
$15,700/0bo 989-5368.
7-Piece Cherry Bcdroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Rctail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
Absolutely Must Sell!
1988 Singlcwide in
Eaglc. 70 x 14 3bd/2ba.
Asking 13,900/obo. Call
208-939-4539.
Cherry Sleigh Bcd, solid
wood. New-in-box. Valuc
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Free Macintosh Software
Norton AntiVinls 5.0,
Adobe Illustrator 7.0.
Call 345-8204
FREE SOFTWARE:
Adobe Acrobat 3.0 & 4.0
for Macintosh, Adobe
Acrobat 4.0 & Microsoft
Front Page 98 for Win-
dows. Call 345-8204
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Futon Couch for sale!
Wooden frame with 3/mo.
new mattress. Best offer.
Call 336-1404.
Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in, plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
- Juicer for sale!
'Vegetable and fruit. 1
year new. Best offer. Call
336-1404.
Macintosh Software:
Connectix Virtual PC in-
cludes Windows 98, $5.
Call 345-8204
Macintosh Software:
Macromedia Flash 5 Free-
hand 10 Studio. Advanced
illustration for designing.
$20. Call 345-8204
Macintosh Software:
Microsoft Office 98 $5.
Adobe Acrobat 5.0 $5.
Call 345·8204
Need German Tutor?
for more info email
brynhild84@yahoo.
. com
Need to sell Queen size
mattress with box spring
and frame. $65., Contact
Kelly at 208-230-5539.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
.in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476
Subwoofer Box For Sale.
Custom built sub box, fits
two ten inch subs. Good
condition. $80/0bo. Call
447-1979.
TEXTBOOKS-Buy/Sell!
Trade. Get $$$ - List
unwanted books. www.
queueb.com
1407 N. 23rd N. End
3bd/1.5ba $685 + deposit.
WID, DIW. Completely
renovated. Fenced yard.
Back unit. Call 343-4556.
Leave a message!
2 bdl 1 ba Duplex Apt.
1219 S. VermontAve.Ap-
proximately 1000 sq. ft.
$600/mo. Call 284-8527.
2BD/I Sa large duplex,
lease/rent. W ISIT includ-
ed. $540/$565. Call 850-
9299. 3531 W Targee.
Available immediately!
$230/mo. + UtI. Walk to
BSU. WID, D/W cat ok
Call 713-0470 or 724-
6537
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ment. Good pay, excel-
lent benefits, education
opportunities. Enlistment
Bonuses from $12,000.00
to $14.000.00 'available,
You will also be eligible
for the Army College
Fund up to $70,000.00
Call (208)375-7009.
An Army of One.
.Room for Rent near
Capital High in nice size
house. $400 rno utilities
included. Call Megan
830-9992 or 424-2611.
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Roommate Needed! Pri-
vate entrance and bath.
Condo close to Park Cen-
ter. $250. Call 867-1167.
$800 weekly guaranteed
Stuffing envelopes.' Send
a self addressed stamped
envelope to: Scarab Mar-
keting, 28 E. Jackson,
10th floor, ste. 938, Chi-
cago, IL 60604
BE A BARTENDER,
No experience neces-
sary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)
Business Opportunity
Proven Money Maker!!
6-Figure Potential From
Home. 1-888-366-5231
ext. 403 www.changelife-
now. com
$1 to $12 per tlr
flIIIIrlt all,.
... 1rlfaIIInIdDn
658-4888
Front Counter Help want-
ed in small shop. Light
data entry, phones, cust.
service. Job requires some
lifting. Hrs. M-F 12-6pm,
Sat 12-4. Flex. to work
around your schedule.
Call 336-3200
Global Telecom Expan-
sion in Idaho. Recnliting
Independent Represen-
tatives PTIFT Call 208-
938-0823.
Special Forces. Must
be a U.S. Citizen age
18-29. 5 or 6 year enlist-
TEACHERS NEEDED!
Infant to preschool aged
children. Must work mon,
tues, thur 9-12. More hrs
avail if needed. Must be
enthusiastic! Call 342-
1259
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LOST! Panasonic CD
player. Lost in SUB on
Jan. 23rd: Call 353-0604.
Special gift, need to
find!!
·RADIO
OW HIRING!
GENERAL.
MANAGER
". :'~-'
'.Hours/week: 15 scheduled
10 auxiliary
$500 Per Month
Pick up applications and job description ~tth~o
Student Activities desk in ihe SUB
"lsnijfed the'little one. He'a tolaUy hot:
r ~' ~ c "",
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"Okay. you In the back w1lh the big eyes ....
you can go in'.' '
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Splinter group
5 Brogan binders
10 Cultivate
14 Reverberation
15 Hersey's bell
town
16 In_of
17 Conveys
19 Rustic hotels
20 Sudden rush
21 Drive a dinghy
22 Rose and
Rozelle
23 Careless
24 Slurs over
26 Exist
28 Sports venues
29 Nincompoop
32 Landlord
35 Limit
37 Thorn apples
39 Oscar-winner
Norma
40 Worthy of
penance
42 Weasel with a
black-tipped tail
43 _Diego
44 British
insurance
syndicate
46 Recent
47 Brainy
48 Excess weight
50 Hatfield's
enemy
53 Chicken _ king
54 Be flexible
57 Promissory
notes
58 Florida swamp
60 Fruit pastry
'61 Comic actress
Zasu
62 Ale's cousin
63 Alimony
recipients
64 Out of style
65 "SportsCenter"
stn.
@ 2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rlgh18 resorved.
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Solutions
--,--,--.-......-
6 Worshipper
7 Seasonal
serenader.
8 Twists together
9 Help!
10 Takes to the air.
1~ "_ Too Proud
to Beg"
12 Philosopher
Descartes
13 Rumple
18 Gender
22 Nag
25 Breaks vio!ently
26 Robert and
Alan
27 Spanish
cowboy's lariat
28 Fit for farming
29 Ventilation ports
30 Act division
31 Scatter about
33 Baltimore paper
34 Verbally
36 Aries image
38 Bratislava's
country
41 Holes for laces
45 Air currents
47 Expenses
48 Team follower
49 Homemade
brick
50 Speck
51 Wheedle
52 Make well
55 Call from the
hatchery
56 Gull relative
58 Antithesis:
abbr.
59 Map dir.
DOWN
1 Solidifies
.2 Beige shade
3 South Carolina
port
4 Country near Fiji
5 Human seat
~
MY DEDICATION HAS
BEEN REWARDED I THIS
IS THE HAPPIEST
MOMENT OF MY LIFEI
WOWI IT'S LUCKY THAT
I GOT A NEW CHAIR
ON THE SAME DAY THAT
MINE WAS STOLEN.
THIS AWARD GOES
TO ASOK FOR HIS
HARD WORK ON ...
WHATEVER.
Halo 2®
On the
BIG
SCREEN!
• 16Garners. 4
Screens. State-of-the-
Art Surround Sound
The Reel Theatre is happy to announce the launch of Halo 21> Game Night at !he Northgale
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday, February 4111 @ midnight and runs until 3am
Saturday momlng. This will become a weekly event (wI the possibUity of more nights being
added later on) at !he Northgale Reel Theatre on 6950 W. Sate ST. InBoise. The cost will
be $10 per person playing and $3 for persons watching. For more information on !his or for
current movie information, please call 377-2620 or visit WIWI.reel!healre.com. Come on
over to !he Northgale Reel and get your game on!
'Im SIJot(s)& Sc1llen ,0000s)tI!prfnIOObyP«trMon !urn ,"""os'" CotporallOO'
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You make me blush.
Pick from these three ads tocustomlzeforyoutsweetheart for
our February 14 issue. Cost is $5 per ad .. Please contact the
Arbiter by phone, 345-8204 or'by e-mail;'
. c1assifieds@atbiteronline.col11. .
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